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EXPLORE RELIC
July 2019 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history are our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
pwcgov.org/relic<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OiEwsYATevdylqWTycqkT0qXEe
QX2cjGuP9qKld8sJMYZ6UEW6pF1GAVgNg4YVMnIYYt6_iMSqX_83SssnEarCDsfMzmfcX9gRKQ1ofVrLAkNpLuDt
VyoWjaBNNLIhZjbYKgKAHN_ss&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA=
=&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>.

[When the Going Gets Tough]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OtkngT6MpTeB6c1HcWcX4aFi5r
vhNz2j6U8JNOJ9YRpkj4Q4p6l4Wc5XZaTCkT996RWNiEr4c2ox3ba2VvtAUOL-AZZib3VDekLdNXBQ5eHR0jfNXH2OCo=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAk
XAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH: TIPS FOR BREAKING THROUGH BRICK
WALLS<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?

f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OtkngT6MpTeB6c1HcWcX4aFi5r
vhNz2j6U8JNOJ9YRpkj4Q4p6l4Wc5XZaTCkT996RWNiEr4c2ox3ba2VvtAUOL-AZZib3VDekLdNXBQ5eHR0jfNXH2OCo=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAk
XAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
Dead end. Brick wall. It has many nicknames, but it all means frustration! Don't
give up until you try these tips and tricks to get past your genealogical research
roadblocks. Your madness just needs a method. Genealogist Katie Derby will teach
you how to construct a "preponderance of evidence" and the best records to turn (or
return) to in order to get out of a rut. Bring your thinking caps!
Thursday, July 18, 1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OtkngT6MpTeB6c1HcWcX4aFi5r
vhNz2j6U8JNOJ9YRpkj4Q4p6l4Wc5XZaTCkT996RWNiEr4c2ox3ba2VvtAUOL-AZZib3VDekLdNXBQ5eHR0jfNXH2OCo=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAk
XAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
____________________________________

[American Military Records]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OtkngT6MpTeBB0qBAnes5oaF0F
uNSt6yOzGgpT7f705NpwhhHps6JmJTOXQjYJgA5QE3Z9k_1SMxsJA6MGyWoz9Tf1dVmlmia0IXzgZZZ1FYBKFrqn8T8Q=&c=GTo2iwEWXP
MzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz
6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
AMERICAN MILITARY RECORDS FOR FAMILY HISTORY<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OtkngT6MpTeBB0qBAnes5oaF0F
uNSt6yOzGgpT7f705NpwhhHps6JmJTOXQjYJgA5QE3Z9k_1SMxsJA6MGyWoz9Tf1dVmlmia0IXzgZZZ1FYBKFrqn8T8Q=&c=GTo2iwEWXP
MzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz
6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
Learn how to locate your ancestor's military records from each period in American
history, including draft registrations, enlistments, muster rolls, payrolls,
hospital records, pensions files, and land bounties. Discover what unit your
ancestor belonged to and what campaigns they fought in. Presented by RELIC's Don
Wilson.
Tuesday, July 30, 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OtkngT6MpTeBB0qBAnes5oaF0F
uNSt6yOzGgpT7f705NpwhhHps6JmJTOXQjYJgA5QE3Z9k_1SMxsJA6MGyWoz9Tf1dVmlmia0IXzgZZZ1FYBKFrqn8T8Q=&c=GTo2iwEWXP
MzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz
6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/
insider.png]

JENNIE DEAN: THE SCHOOL AND THE FOUNDER

[Jennie Dean]

Jennie Dean
RELIC maintains a large collection of yearbooks of area middle and high schools.
Many of them have been digitized to make them more accessible and to protect the
irreplaceable originals. In some instances, alumni have loaned us books for
scanning.
Several yearbooks for Jennie Dean High School in Manassas, 1949 - 1966, are now
posted on the Internet Archive, and can be accessed through a link at RELIC's
Digital Archives<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5Olm2WV61FSPEGeWtIUTKdK5oB8S_ZHj-qpdm0IJTwoKE9NUu8D8lzjuzcLNbXvMIEkvG2tydIay7kT6I1XynOPs3wFxcwEd9_3X1XGxH3rN3K3LcfwibI=&c=GTo2iwEWXP
MzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz
6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>. We have these images thanks to the efforts of Jennie Dean
alumnus Ivy Joe Davis (class of 1963).
During racial segregation, Jennie Dean was the only secondary school for African
Americans in Prince William County. It was chartered in 1893 as the Manassas
Industrial School for Colored Youth. Student housing was provided. For many years,
it served students from several other Northern Virginia counties. National icon
Frederick Douglass was a speaker at the dedication ceremony in 1894.
Jane Serepta "Jennie" Dean (1852? - 1913), a former slave from Catharpin, led the
effort to establish this school. Today, Jennie Dean Elementary School, near the
intersection of Wellington Road and Prince William Street, rests on the site of the
original high school. A park and memorial to the Manassas Industrial School and to
Jennie Dean are on the campus. The City of Manassas is currently collecting
donations to erect a statue to honor Miss Dean and her vision. For details on this
project<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5Olm2WV61FSP9zn64y3l47MjQaMGuVpOGiY-W78xJcA3TbMb3LEQVmSK03m-IDYyO85fxs7AWLR5YcPk5RJitmsT_JUxQBPCuhz_Bcck2KAecb5kDKgFYejzS46nvleYrOkkHnOQOh&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA
==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>.
[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
nextmonth.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5Ov-NXCmAazEiJhfztURsDy1_SceC759p5EFuCJHP78fiQdgQK8VOykcTuJ_TNKaW3k6IYZRicnXtPB9U7GoMmgv508KQc4fxL3PU
735K4OPusuqB2xtG6dB98H9AB8osXi2qJycpg60anCV1shLsdetUScPTShd7NSUZwqj8sma1vz9YJz2J4hMZGiJpvw2A==&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMP
iCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw--KbNvQ==>

[Finding Your Italian Ancestry]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OhNj-abML7WJomfBy3Z9ExJFNRDFh3Kp7buOTLICcFTu7pN4aaxzzO6h5IHNBTJjTK7DenVsTHdkNtb5g3n0v5v2Wc9pI2rep
JL_PDYnmzTnQb9Aqvk80c=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&c
h=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>

FINDING YOUR ITALIAN ANCESTRY<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OhNj-abML7WJomfBy3Z9ExJFNRDFh3Kp7buOTLICcFTu7pN4aaxzzO6h5IHNBTJjTK7DenVsTHdkNtb5g3n0v5v2Wc9pI2rep
JL_PDYnmzTnQb9Aqvk80c=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&c
h=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
Genealogist Russell DeRose gives guidance on finding and using Italian records for
your family history. He will cover relevant resources both in Italy and the USA.
Wednesday, August 7, 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OhNjabML7WJi_Gx0PVA_uXWIm9BRTZvS5FwI_tITG1zbHmJ05usftTmcuGumA5tU3Kby1vwBz88XJ8jFEqI9oOcNvf2b_y7WBbhINvmZuuhQYPymV1uq0=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfb
NqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1
Pw---KbNvQ==>
Tuesday, August 27, 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OhNjabML7WJUj21b6z8f_6vk66wm_ChUd48ITnRwibMenw3_B9a_cSYGqN8bWym_KQo58W_Q1q45wES7KUYRQYuPVdTIGAlDPTaONYDMmz2PCB4cHa5vw=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1Jk
FGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
_____________________
DECIPHERING ATDNA TESTING<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OhNjabML7WJraRnUWb7p8TP29gPnbWJPRfyBPk32DVW8NMCGMMn3jxWgnogf0ktvVisiagf5cLLLFjc8hSODLtnGN3OdDntfn2Ja7bCFLt3Js__xZNYIQ=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyU
dr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
[Deciphering atDNA Testing]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OhNjabML7WJraRnUWb7p8TP29gPnbWJPRfyBPk32DVW8NMCGMMn3jxWgnogf0ktvVisiagf5cLLLFjc8hSODLtnGN3OdDntfn2Ja7bCFLt3Js__xZNYIQ=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyU
dr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
DNA testing for family history is all the rage. Maybe you are curious or maybe you
already have your results. Are you asking yourself, now what? In this presentation
by genealogist Shannon Combs-Bennett, learn how to decipher your autosomal DNA
through online tools and case studies.
Thursday, August 15, 11:00 a.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OhNjabML7WJraRnUWb7p8TP29gPnbWJPRfyBPk32DVW8NMCGMMn3jxWgnogf0ktvVisiagf5cLLLFjc8hSODLtnGN3OdDntfn2Ja7bCFLt3Js__xZNYIQ=&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyU
dr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
reliclogo.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5Ov-NXCmAazEiJhfztURsDy1_SceC759p5EFuCJHP78fiQdgQK8VOykcTuJ_TNKaW3k6IYZRicnXtPB9U7GoMmgv508KQc4fxL3PU
735K4OPusuqB2xtG6dB98H9AB8osXi2qJycpg60anCV1shLsdetUScPTShd7NSUZwqj8sma1vz9YJz2J4hMZGiJpvw2A==&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMP

iCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw--KbNvQ==>

To read the latest lists of new materials available, please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5Oj7y84BLboMrfqMQsJqdCxMq_f
_ubPE7bTIiE1dMA5HItFzOWQ9mZU5DhMIJ49DNCrS8IdF7DCVbhi17A1_S3IIhK6Nk8dmHJvx5wSpATVwwHemWUhONLj438AI
8xQvpj3mohW7ltAF0AWcptCAii5peuFqDgXQj076S1Fd7L2KJbwGPuKrMBLeTKeYoMvO9w==&c=GTo2iwEW
XPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6
Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60
to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540 or
relic2 at pwcgov.org.<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
You may also register online by clicking here<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OqEztGpmaCuKEdd64gcV16NylS
8eJXV-ueAhFRR7XbXqYH7CSTkVgAXDVjJbXpefDTXLrmbldBGW9CQOVV3ViQz1opCB4X0RibxTLLx5fDycKq8sRJv0-hGmXvSxOsxiMdkf77urf0EPHIzshI-zwKv8Xdxme7xYUB1sB5PGk8JvvYi_tBVJ-YxkZ_jUQbA==&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuq
ONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==> and selecting the program date.
Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of Bull Run
Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs and activities, you may sign
up for the PWPLS newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?
v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.

librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at pwcgov.org> or
703-792-8150
Questions and comments are always welcome.

[Like us on Facebook]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5Otfh1NVLQZME_0J4JWSwpk2nZg
BihoZJ2X5bO1ldqAld9uO3YDav6WM2i9SC3agtFkOgcaKweaVhlo6oBsLFwamc6I6mgo_OySwMvwVDVZVA6QSW5xP3U4UQW1zhdMXt2v0p8XL7HZzzsk_LI46JcJ
IE8z0iInmjA==&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkX
AiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
[Follow us on Twitter]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5Otfh1NVLQZMEmVYpTWo4hJLLM7
L19x2zog8C956UK_M2jrklvlEL9xwAxRKSVDpipblvXNvEx_n_ftNM8rSYbKrnAchbGBp_Q8vrak_bD9qOu_FQBSpYpDBLKEOy7BFGk333SNJMnZ&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqON

MHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
[View on Instagram]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5OqEztGpmaCuKz1KrfySCUVEAkm
yzFgwDPjL6f_1S1IvaxCJqp7uVQjNkB70px5il1GRDeeUBH_jJA5wYvbc6W8q5yV5I01UZaYbZP4509rjsr6_aYiLbmTnEc_Uqp1E6Q==&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNL
XF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA==&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8
yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>
[Find us on Pinterest]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001BnqrTayQbfSY9efK71J9hqSiDHaNxENZHcamyxEEpRQ_f1ZOUut5Otfh1NVLQZMEdN7LQNPqv1_xfy
-5jdAdHzEh6VK5H8ZtsRWpBGhG8xI0F9j9PotF3f_GHFJaeVVcp5Ap7SO7S2SlWRNJvuDTsnWMqnV8axbrMxKiPAEP12zWmN6s8DC0qvLO3iXDdV&c=GTo2iwEWXPMzNLXF3prfbNqZnSMPiCx1JkFGmyUdr4jPZj5Ph9AEBA=
=&ch=J75JAkXAiuqONMHkksTcImZ1RnAryT6Lz6lu8yxe_yL1Pw---KbNvQ==>

Prince William Public Library System, 13083 Chinn Park Drive, Prince William, VA
22192
SafeUnsubscribe? dlwilson at pwcgov.org<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?
p=un&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D%3D&ch=6b747c40-064e-11e5-afced4ae5292c36f&ca=df25727d-bd41-460d-880d-9214b2c161cb>
Forward this email<http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?
llr=4hqpqrtab&m=1120500433151&ea=dlwilson%40pwcgov.org&a=1132824591276> | Update
Profile<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=oo&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D
%3D&ch=6b747c40-064e-11e5-afce-d4ae5292c36f&ca=df25727d-bd41-460d-880d9214b2c161cb> | About our service
provider<http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-serviceprovider>
Sent by librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at
pwcgov.org>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190701/2bf1b03a/
attachment.html>

From mvmcgrs at aol.com Mon Jul 8 09:53:46 2019
From: mvmcgrs at aol.com (mvmcgrs at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 8 Jul 2019 13:53:46 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] NARA Inventories,
Preliminary Inventories and Special Lists
References: <1953337565.4151888.1562594026640.ref@mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <1953337565.4151888.1562594026640@mail.yahoo.com>

I have NARA Inventories, Preliminary Inventories and Special Lists that I like to
see go to a good home. I'l like to give them as a lot but will break them up if
there is an interest is a portion of them. All?I ask is mailing costs of media
mail.
Please contact for a list of available items.
Marie
Marie Varrelman Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus
______________________________ ______________________________ __
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists, used under license by Board-certified genealogists after periodic
competency evaluation, and the board name is registered in the US Patent &
Trademark Office.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190708/
ff4c5157/attachment.html>
From mvmcgrs at aol.com Mon Jul 8 10:54:43 2019
From: mvmcgrs at aol.com (mvmcgrs at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 8 Jul 2019 14:54:43 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] NARA Inventories,
Preliminary Inventories and Special Lists
In-Reply-To: <1953337565.4151888.1562594026640@mail.yahoo.com>
References: <1953337565.4151888.1562594026640.ref@mail.yahoo.com>
<1953337565.4151888.1562594026640@mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <1590035758.1697137.1562597683830@mail.yahoo.com>

All are taken.
Marie
Marie Varrelman Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus
______________________________ ______________________________ __
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists, used under license by Board-certified genealogists after periodic
competency evaluation, and the board name is registered in the US Patent &
Trademark Office.In a message dated 7/8/2019 9:53:46 AM Eastern Standard Time,
mvmcgrs at aol.com writes:
I have NARA Inventories, Preliminary Inventories and Special Lists that I like to
see go to a good home. I'l like to give them as a lot but will break them up if
there is an interest is a portion of them. All?I ask is mailing costs of media
mail.
Please contact for a list of available items.
Marie

Marie Varrelman Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus
______________________________ ______________________________ __
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists, used under license by Board-certified genealogists after periodic
competency evaluation, and the board name is registered in the US Patent &
Trademark Office.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190708/66c5ab45/
attachment.html>
From mvmcgrs at aol.com Fri Jul 12 07:31:31 2019
From: mvmcgrs at aol.com (mvmcgrs at aol.com)
Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2019 11:31:31 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Family Search CD's
In-Reply-To: <1590035758.1697137.1562597683830@mail.yahoo.com>
References: <1953337565.4151888.1562594026640.ref@mail.yahoo.com>
<1953337565.4151888.1562594026640@mail.yahoo.com>
<1590035758.1697137.1562597683830@mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <644968841.303135.1562931091837@mail.yahoo.com>

I have some Family Search CD's that I would like to donate. I'd like to give them
as a lot but will break them up if there is an interest is a portion of them. All I
ask is mailing costs of media mail.
Please contact me off list for a list of available items. The indexes have on them
"This CD contains a cumulative index to linage-linked pedigrees that have been
submitted to the Pedigree Resource File maintained by the Family History Department
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. This index will direct the user
to other CD's within the file."
Marie
Marie Varrelman Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus
______________________________ ______________________________ __
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists, used under license by Board-certified genealogists after periodic
competency evaluation, and the board name is registered in the US Patent &
Trademark Office.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190712/
b7c2ea89/attachment.html>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Tue Jul 16 01:34:10 2019
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 01:34:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm collection and theft
Message-ID: <CANue--UiQ2ncKjPMwdynsP7FOwKNPfssZRntObjbCHjFvecT7g@mail.gmail.com>
Do any of you have methods for preventing the theft of microfilm? We use
3M strips in our books. I have never seen strips used with microfilm. If
you do, how do you hide them? Do you know if the chemicals in the security
strips damage microfilm?
Thank you,
Sharen Lee

Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/52198235/
attachment-0001.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Tue Jul 16 01:49:57 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2019 22:49:57 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm collection and theft
In-Reply-To: <CANue--UiQ2ncKjPMwdynsP7FOwKNPfssZRntObjbCHjFvecT7g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UiQ2ncKjPMwdynsP7FOwKNPfssZRntObjbCHjFvecT7g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozY=UXbtdaSu7V=hKm_T2RAoZDjHwoF_WMu6hDsA7+URr5w@mail.gmail.com>
Ask for the person's licence and let them have one roll of film at a time.
Good luck with this, people are really not respectful when it comes to
other people's property.
Arlene Miles
On Mon, Jul 15, 2019, 10:34 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com wrote:
> Do any of you have methods for preventing the theft of microfilm? We use
> 3M strips in our books. I have never seen strips used with microfilm. If
> you do, how do you hide them? Do you know if the chemicals in the security
> strips damage microfilm?
>
> Thank you,
>
> Sharen Lee
> Reference Librarian
> Bull Street Library
> 2002 Bull Street
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190715/
b290099c/attachment.html>
From Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org Tue Jul 16 09:40:34 2019
From: Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org (Smith, Carl)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 13:40:34 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm collection and theft
In-Reply-To: <CANue--UiQ2ncKjPMwdynsP7FOwKNPfssZRntObjbCHjFvecT7g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UiQ2ncKjPMwdynsP7FOwKNPfssZRntObjbCHjFvecT7g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<SN6PR09MB3661FD4A64C717B39ED85D9392CE0@SN6PR09MB3661.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
We place targets on the microfilm boxes themselves. While I guess it?s still

possible for people to walk out with the roll of film and leave the box, this at
least provides some additional security. Our proprietary microfilm that can?t be
found elsewhere we keep in a locked microfilm cabinet, and staff assistance is
required to unlock the cabinet and retrieve the film.
Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System
Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:
[facebook]<http://www.facebook.com/mcmlsTX>
[twitter] <http://twitter.com/mcmls>
[pinterest] <http://www.pinterest.com/mcmlstx/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:34 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm collection and theft
Do any of you have methods for preventing the theft of microfilm? We use 3M strips
in our books. I have never seen strips used with microfilm. If you do, how do you
hide them? Do you know if the chemicals in the security strips damage microfilm?
Thank you,
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/
c21997da/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 967 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/
c21997da/attachment.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 878 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/
c21997da/attachment-0001.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 2634 bytes
Desc: image003.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/
c21997da/attachment.png>

From cestep at gcpl.lib.oh.us Tue Jul 16 15:20:58 2019
From: cestep at gcpl.lib.oh.us (Estep, Caitlin)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 19:20:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm collection and theft
In-Reply-To:
<SN6PR09MB3661FD4A64C717B39ED85D9392CE0@SN6PR09MB3661.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CANue--UiQ2ncKjPMwdynsP7FOwKNPfssZRntObjbCHjFvecT7g@mail.gmail.com>,
<SN6PR09MB3661FD4A64C717B39ED85D9392CE0@SN6PR09MB3661.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR20MB204059260747A8D724311792BECE0@DM5PR20MB2040.namprd20.prod.outlook.com>
Our library system recently upgraded from strips to RFID tags. Tags were applied to
the microfilm boxes.
Our department's current set-up has the readers situated behind the staff desk
(ScanPro 3000s, connected to the public PC via a USB cable), with the microfilm
stored in a staff-only area, so patrons never actually handle the rolls.
Caitlin Estep
Local History Librarian
Greene County Room
Xenia Community Library
76 East Market St., P.O. Box 520
Xenia, OH 45385
(937) 736-7140
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Smith, Carl <Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org>
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 9:40:34 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm collection and theft
We place targets on the microfilm boxes themselves. While I guess it?s still
possible for people to walk out with the roll of film and leave the box, this at
least provides some additional security. Our proprietary microfilm that can?t be
found elsewhere we keep in a locked microfilm cabinet, and staff assistance is
required to unlock the cabinet and retrieve the film.

Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System

Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:
[facebook]<http://www.facebook.com/mcmlsTX>
[twitter] <http://twitter.com/mcmls>
[pinterest] <http://www.pinterest.com/mcmlstx/>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:34 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm collection and theft

Do any of you have methods for preventing the theft of microfilm? We use 3M strips
in our books. I have never seen strips used with microfilm. If you do, how do you
hide them? Do you know if the chemicals in the security strips damage microfilm?

Thank you,

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/06ba2313/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 967 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/06ba2313/
attachment.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 878 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/06ba2313/
attachment-0001.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 2634 bytes
Desc: image003.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/06ba2313/
attachment.png>

From rkempmlis at gmail.com Tue Jul 16 16:00:00 2019
From: rkempmlis at gmail.com (R Kemp)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 13:00:00 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
Message-ID: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to ask.
Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example, does
every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way to
register births?
If there are those types of records, what are they?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/86ac6886/
attachment.html>
From Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov Tue Jul 16 16:04:45 2019
From: Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov (Wickstead, Laura)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 20:04:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Tax records!?!
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of R Kemp
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to ask.
Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example, does every
locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way to register births?
If there are those types of records, what are they?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/
fdf2e25f/attachment.html>
From wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org Tue Jul 16 16:12:02 2019
From: wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org (William Fischer)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 16:12:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To:
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>

<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
In the United States the census was conducted every ten years.
records are extant is another story.

Whether the

There should be property records for every piece of land in the country.
Both deeds and tax records.
There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United
States.
There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the United
States.
There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the United
States.
Access to these records is another issue.
I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United States.
Hope this helps.
Bill Fischer
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <
Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tax records!?!

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *R Kemp
*Sent:* Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Universal Resources

This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to ask.

Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example,
does every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way
to register births?

If there are those types of records, what are they?

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-William T. Fischer, M.S.
Reference Librarian & Webmaster
Bergenfield Public Library
50 West Clinton Avenue
Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
201-387-4040 x2833
Fax 201-387-9004
www.bergenfieldlibrary.org
wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/8c1a8927/
attachment.html>
From librarytraveler at gmail.com Tue Jul 16 16:27:07 2019
From: librarytraveler at gmail.com (Harold Henderson)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 15:27:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CABPpKTjNdc62WGY6_08A7ofbbd8nCJ-QZD1SwTGgjRKog_mFsw@mail.gmail.com>
Many property transactions went unrecorded. Many jurisdictions did not keep
birth, marriage, or death records, let alone certificates. A search for
"universal" records is unlikely to further sound genealogical research. A
more productive question might be, "What records survive for the particular
time and place that we are interested in?"
Harold
Harold Henderson, Certified Genealogist ? midwestroots.net
Genealogical writing and editing
Recent publications:
with Sunny Jane Morton, *How to Find Your Family History in U.S. Church
Records *(Genealogical Publishing Co., July 2019)
*"Sheriff's Daughter Weds Confidence Man: Dudley P. Warner in Chicago, New
Hampshire, Ohio, and Florida," **Chicago Genealogist *51(3): 67-76, Spring
2019.
*"'Faultless Could I Love Him Less?' Joel S. Thrall and His Descendants in
Vermont, Quebec, Ohio, and Texas,"* parts 1 and 2, *N**ew England
Historical and Genealogical Register *172, Summer 2018:248-56, Fall
2018:341-52.
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 3:12 PM William Fischer <
wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org> wrote:
> In the United States the census was conducted every ten years.

Whether

> the records are extant is another story.
>
> There should be property records for every piece of land in the country.
> Both deeds and tax records.
>
> There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United
> States.
> There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the United
> States.
> There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the
> United States.
>
> Access to these records is another issue.
>
> I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United
> States.
>
> Hope this helps.
>
> Bill Fischer
>
> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <
> Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>
>> Tax records!?!
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *R Kemp
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Universal Resources
>>
>>
>>
>> This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to ask.
>>
>>
>>
>> Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example,
>> does every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way
>> to register births?
>>
>>
>>
>> If there are those types of records, what are they?
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> --

>
> William T. Fischer, M.S.
> Reference Librarian & Webmaster
> Bergenfield Public Library
> 50 West Clinton Avenue
> Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
> 201-387-4040 x2833
> Fax 201-387-9004
> www.bergenfieldlibrary.org
> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/150d7b2a/
attachment.html>
From nannerstx at gmail.com Tue Jul 16 16:34:52 2019
From: nannerstx at gmail.com (N. R.)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 15:34:52 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHQr0ziRaKLaaBjP=4DqFwCKQO8Pq6kXGaqwGDeYVMwDLYdZDg@mail.gmail.com>
Bill,
All too unfortunately, those records were not always kept or, worst
case, were burned. The further back you go in our history the more likely
you are to find that all too many records were simply not kept because the
people of the time were too busy trying to keep alive to worry about
records or courthouses. In many states nobody demanded births be
registered until after 1900. My grandmother was born in Missouri in 1882
but her birth was registered in Hidalgo County, Texas as a delayed birth
certificate. Many people were born at home and had to get delayed
certificates. Then you have those whose only proof of birth is a census,
church record, school records, and deeds. A true mess and a sticky wicket
for researchers!
Nan
(Retired genealogy librarian)
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019, 3:12 PM William Fischer <
wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In the United States the census was conducted every ten years.
the records are extant is another story.

Whether

There should be property records for every piece of land in the country.
Both deeds and tax records.
There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United
States.
There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the United

> States.
> There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the
> United States.
>
> Access to these records is another issue.
>
> I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United
> States.
>
> Hope this helps.
>
> Bill Fischer
>
> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <
> Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>
>> Tax records!?!
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *R Kemp
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Universal Resources
>>
>>
>>
>> This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to ask.
>>
>>
>>
>> Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example,
>> does every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way
>> to register births?
>>
>>
>>
>> If there are those types of records, what are they?
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> ->
> William T. Fischer, M.S.
> Reference Librarian & Webmaster
> Bergenfield Public Library
> 50 West Clinton Avenue
> Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
> 201-387-4040 x2833
> Fax 201-387-9004

> www.bergenfieldlibrary.org
> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/
d383540f/attachment.html>
From nannerstx at gmail.com Tue Jul 16 16:41:24 2019
From: nannerstx at gmail.com (N. R.)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2019 15:41:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CABPpKTjNdc62WGY6_08A7ofbbd8nCJ-QZD1SwTGgjRKog_mFsw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
<CABPpKTjNdc62WGY6_08A7ofbbd8nCJ-QZD1SwTGgjRKog_mFsw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHQr0zhzA772GjCnCF+hvBv+_YEdHyc==_BSa3jntjB6h7OfPA@mail.gmail.com>
Harold,
Thank you! In some states, including Texas, the property records were
not registered in the courthouse until the property changed hands again.
In Texas that all too often meant not only was the property not registered
until it went out of the family, but it was not necessarily registered in
the county that housed the property! And if there were family
disagreements it might not show up for up to a hundred years. Sigh.
Nan
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019, 3:27 PM Harold Henderson <librarytraveler at gmail.com
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Many property transactions went unrecorded. Many jurisdictions did not
keep birth, marriage, or death records, let alone certificates. A search
for "universal" records is unlikely to further sound genealogical research.
A more productive question might be, "What records survive for the
particular time and place that we are interested in?"
Harold
Harold Henderson, Certified Genealogist ? midwestroots.net
Genealogical writing and editing
Recent publications:
with Sunny Jane Morton, *How to Find Your Family History in U.S. Church
Records *(Genealogical Publishing Co., July 2019)
*"Sheriff's Daughter Weds Confidence Man: Dudley P. Warner in Chicago, New
Hampshire, Ohio, and Florida," **Chicago Genealogist *51(3): 67-76,
Spring 2019.
*"'Faultless Could I Love Him Less?' Joel S. Thrall and His Descendants in
Vermont, Quebec, Ohio, and Texas,"* parts 1 and 2, *N**ew England
Historical and Genealogical Register *172, Summer 2018:248-56, Fall
2018:341-52.
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 3:12 PM William Fischer <

> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org> wrote:
>
>> In the United States the census was conducted every ten years. Whether
>> the records are extant is another story.
>>
>> There should be property records for every piece of land in the country.
>> Both deeds and tax records.
>>
>> There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United
>> States.
>> There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the United
>> States.
>> There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the
>> United States.
>>
>> Access to these records is another issue.
>>
>> I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United
>> States.
>>
>> Hope this helps.
>>
>> Bill Fischer
>>
>> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <
>> Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>>
>>> Tax records!?!
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *R Kemp
>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
>>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Universal Resources
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to
>>> ask.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example,
>>> does every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way
>>> to register births?
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> If there are those types of records, what are they?
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>>
>>
>>
>> ->>
>> William T. Fischer, M.S.
>> Reference Librarian & Webmaster
>> Bergenfield Public Library
>> 50 West Clinton Avenue
>> Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
>> 201-387-4040 x2833
>> Fax 201-387-9004
>> www.bergenfieldlibrary.org
>> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190716/
e2bb0669/attachment-0001.html>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Fri Jul 19 17:37:46 2019
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2019 17:37:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CAHQr0ziRaKLaaBjP=4DqFwCKQO8Pq6kXGaqwGDeYVMwDLYdZDg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHQr0ziRaKLaaBjP=4DqFwCKQO8Pq6kXGaqwGDeYVMwDLYdZDg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
Another frustrating problem occurs when records have been stolen or thrown
out by courthouses because of damage or they have storage space issues.
Several years ago I found on eBay several courthouse registers from
multiple places.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:35 PM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com> wrote:
> Bill,
>
All too unfortunately, those records were not always kept or, worst
> case, were burned. The further back you go in our history the more likely
> you are to find that all too many records were simply not kept because the

> people of the time were too busy trying to keep alive to worry about
> records or courthouses. In many states nobody demanded births be
> registered until after 1900. My grandmother was born in Missouri in 1882
> but her birth was registered in Hidalgo County, Texas as a delayed birth
> certificate. Many people were born at home and had to get delayed
> certificates. Then you have those whose only proof of birth is a census,
> church record, school records, and deeds. A true mess and a sticky wicket
> for researchers!
> Nan
> (Retired genealogy librarian)
>
> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019, 3:12 PM William Fischer <
> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org wrote:
>
>> In the United States the census was conducted every ten years. Whether
>> the records are extant is another story.
>>
>> There should be property records for every piece of land in the country.
>> Both deeds and tax records.
>>
>> There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United
>> States.
>> There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the United
>> States.
>> There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the
>> United States.
>>
>> Access to these records is another issue.
>>
>> I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United
>> States.
>>
>> Hope this helps.
>>
>> Bill Fischer
>>
>> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <
>> Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>>
>>> Tax records!?!
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *R Kemp
>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
>>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Universal Resources
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to
>>> ask.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example,
>>> does every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way
>>> to register births?

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> If there are those types of records, what are they?
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>> ->>
>> William T. Fischer, M.S.
>> Reference Librarian & Webmaster
>> Bergenfield Public Library
>> 50 West Clinton Avenue
>> Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
>> 201-387-4040 x2833
>> Fax 201-387-9004
>> www.bergenfieldlibrary.org
>> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190719/93e60423/
attachment.html>
From nannerstx at gmail.com Fri Jul 19 18:28:35 2019
From: nannerstx at gmail.com (N. R.)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2019 17:28:35 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHQr0ziRaKLaaBjP=4DqFwCKQO8Pq6kXGaqwGDeYVMwDLYdZDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHQr0zh4sTHPVA10-Yu6f_ozAjHz_yCoXs+nExpStt3gWWdS9A@mail.gmail.com>
Another problem for local history and archival collections is not only
convincing people (individuals, counties, states, societies etc.) to
release the collections but also the ability ( space, money, staff,
training) to house, maintain, and make the collections available. I have

never met anyone with a local history collection that felt comfortable with
their status in document housing, maintenance, and "cataloging" [nasty
chore].
Nan
On Fri, Jul 19, 2019, 4:38 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
> Another frustrating problem occurs when records have been stolen or thrown
> out by courthouses because of damage or they have storage space issues.
> Several years ago I found on eBay several courthouse registers from
> multiple places.
>
> Sharen Lee
> Reference Librarian
> Bull Street Library
> 2002 Bull Street
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
>
> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:35 PM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> Bill,
>>
All too unfortunately, those records were not always kept or, worst
>> case, were burned. The further back you go in our history the more likely
>> you are to find that all too many records were simply not kept because the
>> people of the time were too busy trying to keep alive to worry about
>> records or courthouses. In many states nobody demanded births be
>> registered until after 1900. My grandmother was born in Missouri in 1882
>> but her birth was registered in Hidalgo County, Texas as a delayed birth
>> certificate. Many people were born at home and had to get delayed
>> certificates. Then you have those whose only proof of birth is a census,
>> church record, school records, and deeds. A true mess and a sticky wicket
>> for researchers!
>> Nan
>> (Retired genealogy librarian)
>>
>> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019, 3:12 PM William Fischer <
>> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org wrote:
>>
>>> In the United States the census was conducted every ten years. Whether
>>> the records are extant is another story.
>>>
>>> There should be property records for every piece of land in the
>>> country. Both deeds and tax records.
>>>
>>> There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United
>>> States.
>>> There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the
>>> United States.
>>> There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the
>>> United States.
>>>
>>> Access to these records is another issue.
>>>
>>> I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United
>>> States.
>>>
>>> Hope this helps.
>>>

>>> Bill Fischer
>>>
>>> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <
>>> Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>>>
>>>> Tax records!?!
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>>>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *R Kemp
>>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
>>>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Universal Resources
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to
>>>> ask.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example,
>>>> does every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way
>>>> to register births?
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> If there are those types of records, what are they?
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> _______________________________________________
>>>> genealib mailing list
>>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> ->>>
>>> William T. Fischer, M.S.
>>> Reference Librarian & Webmaster
>>> Bergenfield Public Library
>>> 50 West Clinton Avenue
>>> Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
>>> 201-387-4040 x2833
>>> Fax 201-387-9004
>>> www.bergenfieldlibrary.org
>>> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190719/
b41fa36e/attachment.html>
From nannerstx at gmail.com Fri Jul 19 21:52:36 2019
From: nannerstx at gmail.com (N. R.)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2019 20:52:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHQr0ziRaKLaaBjP=4DqFwCKQO8Pq6kXGaqwGDeYVMwDLYdZDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHQr0zifZJexfs8xeCzTtw+rbCgMRORhNH1TOasofij8WX7d6g@mail.gmail.com>
Ouch!

Maybe I need to start looking at ebay.

On Fri, Jul 19, 2019, 4:38 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
> Another frustrating problem occurs when records have been stolen or thrown
> out by courthouses because of damage or they have storage space issues.
> Several years ago I found on eBay several courthouse registers from
> multiple places.
>
> Sharen Lee
> Reference Librarian
> Bull Street Library
> 2002 Bull Street
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
>
> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:35 PM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> Bill,
>>
All too unfortunately, those records were not always kept or, worst
>> case, were burned. The further back you go in our history the more likely
>> you are to find that all too many records were simply not kept because the
>> people of the time were too busy trying to keep alive to worry about
>> records or courthouses. In many states nobody demanded births be
>> registered until after 1900. My grandmother was born in Missouri in 1882
>> but her birth was registered in Hidalgo County, Texas as a delayed birth
>> certificate. Many people were born at home and had to get delayed
>> certificates. Then you have those whose only proof of birth is a census,
>> church record, school records, and deeds. A true mess and a sticky wicket
>> for researchers!
>> Nan
>> (Retired genealogy librarian)
>>
>> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019, 3:12 PM William Fischer <

>> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org wrote:
>>
>>> In the United States the census was conducted every ten years. Whether
>>> the records are extant is another story.
>>>
>>> There should be property records for every piece of land in the
>>> country. Both deeds and tax records.
>>>
>>> There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United
>>> States.
>>> There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the
>>> United States.
>>> There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the
>>> United States.
>>>
>>> Access to these records is another issue.
>>>
>>> I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United
>>> States.
>>>
>>> Hope this helps.
>>>
>>> Bill Fischer
>>>
>>> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <
>>> Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>>>
>>>> Tax records!?!
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>>>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *R Kemp
>>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
>>>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Universal Resources
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to
>>>> ask.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example,
>>>> does every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way
>>>> to register births?
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> If there are those types of records, what are they?
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> _______________________________________________
>>>> genealib mailing list
>>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> ->>>
>>> William T. Fischer, M.S.
>>> Reference Librarian & Webmaster
>>> Bergenfield Public Library
>>> 50 West Clinton Avenue
>>> Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
>>> 201-387-4040 x2833
>>> Fax 201-387-9004
>>> www.bergenfieldlibrary.org
>>> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190719/222da25f/
attachment.html>
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Jul 22 12:45:23 2019
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2019 16:45:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHQr0ziRaKLaaBjP=4DqFwCKQO8Pq6kXGaqwGDeYVMwDLYdZDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BL0PR0901MB366878265B822AB368E333DFACC40@BL0PR0901MB3668.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Those events read like horror stories to me. If I remember correctly, many years
ago I read that the reason no marriage records exist in Smith Co., Tennessee before
1845 (except 1838) is that the clerk was dumping them in the river to make room
before he was stopped.
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]|
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
|
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
|
Grapevine Public Library

|
1201 Municipal Way
|
Grapevine, TX 76051
|
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084| E: nmaxwell at
grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2019 4:38 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Universal Resources
Another frustrating problem occurs when records have been stolen or thrown out by
courthouses because of damage or they have storage space issues. Several years ago
I found on eBay several courthouse registers from multiple places.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:35 PM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com<mailto:nannerstx at
gmail.com>> wrote:
Bill,
All too unfortunately, those records were not always kept or, worst case, were
burned. The further back you go in our history the more likely you are to find
that all too many records were simply not kept because the people of the time were
too busy trying to keep alive to worry about records or courthouses. In many
states nobody demanded births be registered until after 1900. My grandmother was
born in Missouri in 1882 but her birth was registered in Hidalgo County, Texas as a
delayed birth certificate. Many people were born at home and had to get delayed
certificates. Then you have those whose only proof of birth is a census, church
record, school records, and deeds. A true mess and a sticky wicket for
researchers!
Nan
(Retired genealogy librarian)
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019, 3:12 PM William Fischer <wfischer at
bergenfieldlibrary.org<mailto:wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org> wrote:
In the United States the census was conducted every ten years. Whether the records
are extant is another story.
There should be property records for every piece of land in the country.
deeds and tax records.

Both

There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United States.
There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the United States.
There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the United States.
Access to these records is another issue.
I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United States.
Hope this helps.
Bill Fischer

On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <Laura.Wickstead at
fairfaxcounty.gov<mailto:Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov>> wrote:
Tax records!?!
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of R Kemp
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to ask.
Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example, does every
locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way to register births?
If there are those types of records, what are they?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7Cc5598da6d94648cd45ad08d70c91639d
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636991690898394005&sdata=5m
%2BdTEc8nitW5z3inva6uOBjw%2BSLxK1qEiqwaTUJuVE%3D&reserved=0>
-William T. Fischer, M.S.
Reference Librarian & Webmaster
Bergenfield Public Library
50 West Clinton Avenue
Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
201-387-4040 x2833
Fax 201-387-9004
www.bergenfieldlibrary.org<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.bergenfieldlibrary.org&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7Cc5598da6d94648cd45ad08d70c91639d
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636991690898403992&sdata=HyJQbXEk0QBw
JVoq9rbj4pfuMX3ehkk6D9C%2Bd95AClw%3D&reserved=0>
wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org<mailto:wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7Cc5598da6d94648cd45ad08d70c91639d
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636991690898403992&sdata=jpMllu4SCDBE
%2Bl2KKjbSEBnSypZoti8x2Nupf%2FvWQds%3D&reserved=0>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://

gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7Cc5598da6d94648cd45ad08d70c91639d
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636991690898413985&sdata=aUvEBhXHGicL
w0kJuvv3VimYlSdryLuDEm50cWFKWps%3D&reserved=0>
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190722/58197ccd/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 7733 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190722/58197ccd/
attachment.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 4120 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190722/58197ccd/
attachment-0001.jpg>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Mon Jul 22 15:42:34 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2019 12:42:34 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To:
<BL0PR0901MB366878265B822AB368E333DFACC40@BL0PR0901MB3668.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHQr0ziRaKLaaBjP=4DqFwCKQO8Pq6kXGaqwGDeYVMwDLYdZDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB366878265B822AB368E333DFACC40@BL0PR0901MB3668.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CALCozYkj_-ENwf0gHNKo4wceM94_cq9OG4_6K1qj2yJeRnc8ug@mail.gmail.com>
Be thankful for what has been saved so far and always make room for new
collections being offered. If you don't have the space, time and people to
process and make available, post to other libraries/ historical societies
and offer the material to them.
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library

Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Mon, Jul 22, 2019 at 9:45 AM Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
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>
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>
>
>
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>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Those events read like horror stories to me. If I remember correctly, many
years ago I read that the reason no marriage records exist in Smith Co.,
Tennessee before 1845 (except 1838) is that the clerk was dumping them in
the river to make room before he was stopped.

[image: GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]|

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian

|

Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room

|

Grapevine Public Library

|

1201 Municipal Way

|

Grapevine, TX 76051

|

P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084| E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sharen Wixom
*Sent:* Friday, July 19, 2019 4:38 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Universal Resources

Another frustrating problem occurs when records have been stolen or thrown
out by courthouses because of damage or they have storage space issues.
Several years ago I found on eBay several courthouse registers from
multiple places.

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697

On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:35 PM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com> wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Bill,
All too unfortunately, those records were not always kept or, worst
case, were burned. The further back you go in our history the more likely
you are to find that all too many records were simply not kept because the
people of the time were too busy trying to keep alive to worry about
records or courthouses. In many states nobody demanded births be
registered until after 1900. My grandmother was born in Missouri in 1882
but her birth was registered in Hidalgo County, Texas as a delayed birth
certificate. Many people were born at home and had to get delayed
certificates. Then you have those whose only proof of birth is a census,
church record, school records, and deeds. A true mess and a sticky wicket
for researchers!
Nan
(Retired genealogy librarian)

On Tue, Jul 16, 2019, 3:12 PM William Fischer <
wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org wrote:
In the United States the census was conducted every ten years.
the records are extant is another story.

Whether

There should be property records for every piece of land in the country.
Both deeds and tax records.

There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United
States.
There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the United
States.
There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the
United States.

Access to these records is another issue.

I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United
States.

Hope this helps.

Bill Fischer

>
>
>
> On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <
> Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>
> Tax records!?!
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *R Kemp
> *Sent:* Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Universal Resources
>
>
>
> This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to ask.
>
>
>
> Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example,
> does every locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way
> to register births?
>
>
>
> If there are those types of records, what are they?
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> <https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell
%40grapevinetexas.gov%7Cc5598da6d94648cd45ad08d70c91639d
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636991690898394005&sdata=5m
%2BdTEc8nitW5z3inva6uOBjw%2BSLxK1qEiqwaTUJuVE%3D&reserved=0>
>
>
>
>
> ->
>
>
> William T. Fischer, M.S.
>
> Reference Librarian & Webmaster
>
> Bergenfield Public Library
>
> 50 West Clinton Avenue
>

> Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
>
> 201-387-4040 x2833
>
> Fax 201-387-9004
>
> www.bergenfieldlibrary.org
> <https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.bergenfieldlibrary.org&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7Cc5598da6d94648cd45ad08d70c91639d
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636991690898403992&sdata=HyJQbXEk0QBw
JVoq9rbj4pfuMX3ehkk6D9C%2Bd95AClw%3D&reserved=0>
>
> wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> <https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell
%40grapevinetexas.gov%7Cc5598da6d94648cd45ad08d70c91639d
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636991690898403992&sdata=jpMllu4SCDBE
%2Bl2KKjbSEBnSypZoti8x2Nupf%2FvWQds%3D&reserved=0>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> <https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell
%40grapevinetexas.gov%7Cc5598da6d94648cd45ad08d70c91639d
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636991690898413985&sdata=aUvEBhXHGicL
w0kJuvv3VimYlSdryLuDEm50cWFKWps%3D&reserved=0>
>
> *** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking
> links and/or opening attachments ***
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190722/97015db7/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 4120 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190722/97015db7/
attachment-0001.jpg>
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Jul 22 16:02:08 2019
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2019 20:02:08 +0000

Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <CALCozYkj_-ENwf0gHNKo4wceM94_cq9OG4_6K1qj2yJeRnc8ug@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+0=5noi7GmeD=mRGU4+qjqMZ2a3vMLCvMdtVTvfZ9xusEPNqw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB3121FF7010E3A0C60F8E1430E7CE0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAFPt4qa1qDjeQJHgRetzg9Fd5TFZXub0La+wzDRD_fAC9vxOrA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHQr0ziRaKLaaBjP=4DqFwCKQO8Pq6kXGaqwGDeYVMwDLYdZDg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANue--V7-sUxbsq5-KXuTZViYN+UNf6t_XsPNmnRYUcwMFVT_Q@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR0901MB366878265B822AB368E333DFACC40@BL0PR0901MB3668.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CALCozYkj_-ENwf0gHNKo4wceM94_cq9OG4_6K1qj2yJeRnc8ug@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BL0PR0901MB36684364F88071C3280CD98DACC40@BL0PR0901MB3668.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Arlene, if it was in my power, I would send your message to every county, district,
etc., courthouse in the country.
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]|
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
|
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
|
Grapevine Public Library
|
1201 Municipal Way
|
Grapevine, TX 76051
|
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084| E: nmaxwell at
grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Arlene Miles
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2019 2:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Universal Resources
Be thankful for what has been saved so far and always make room for new collections
being offered. If you don't have the space, time and people to process and make
available, post to other libraries/ historical societies and offer the material to
them.
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org<mailto:amiles at californiaancestors.org>
On Mon, Jul 22, 2019 at 9:45 AM Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at
grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>> wrote:
Those events read like horror stories to me. If I remember correctly, many years
ago I read that the reason no marriage records exist in Smith Co., Tennessee before
1845 (except 1838) is that the clerk was dumping them in the river to make room
before he was stopped.
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]|
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
|
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room

|
Grapevine Public Library
|
1201 Municipal Way
|
Grapevine, TX 76051
|
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084| E: nmaxwell at
grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf
Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2019 4:38 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Universal Resources
Another frustrating problem occurs when records have been stolen or thrown out by
courthouses because of damage or they have storage space issues. Several years ago
I found on eBay several courthouse registers from multiple places.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:35 PM N. R. <nannerstx at gmail.com<mailto:nannerstx at
gmail.com>> wrote:
Bill,
All too unfortunately, those records were not always kept or, worst case, were
burned. The further back you go in our history the more likely you are to find
that all too many records were simply not kept because the people of the time were
too busy trying to keep alive to worry about records or courthouses. In many
states nobody demanded births be registered until after 1900. My grandmother was
born in Missouri in 1882 but her birth was registered in Hidalgo County, Texas as a
delayed birth certificate. Many people were born at home and had to get delayed
certificates. Then you have those whose only proof of birth is a census, church
record, school records, and deeds. A true mess and a sticky wicket for
researchers!
Nan
(Retired genealogy librarian)
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019, 3:12 PM William Fischer <wfischer at
bergenfieldlibrary.org<mailto:wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org> wrote:
In the United States the census was conducted every ten years. Whether the records
are extant is another story.
There should be property records for every piece of land in the country.
deeds and tax records.

Both

There should be a birth certificate for everyone born in the United States.
There should be a marriage certificate for everyone married in the United States.
There should be a death certificate for everyone who had died in the United States.
Access to these records is another issue.
I cannot think of any other records that are universal in the United States.

Hope this helps.
Bill Fischer
On Tue, Jul 16, 2019 at 4:05 PM Wickstead, Laura <Laura.Wickstead at
fairfaxcounty.gov<mailto:Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov>> wrote:
Tax records!?!
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of R Kemp
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 4:00 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
This is a question I had and this is the best place I can think of to ask.
Are there any documents that are universal to all places? For example, does every
locality/country have census records or an equivalent? Or a way to register births?
If there are those types of records, what are they?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7C19d5927a06674a53bb0808d70edcccfb
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636994213818873475&sdata=Mxqw3QXGlTZ2
6k2DtE2uttH8ThyHQmEKnZjPfn4EWnA%3D&reserved=0>
-William T. Fischer, M.S.
Reference Librarian & Webmaster
Bergenfield Public Library
50 West Clinton Avenue
Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621-2799
201-387-4040 x2833
Fax 201-387-9004
www.bergenfieldlibrary.org<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.bergenfieldlibrary.org&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7C19d5927a06674a53bb0808d70edcccfb
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636994213818883468&sdata=De43O73IPIyy
klpzkKjqeqH2vF2dis%2B2bxjYOjNxE58%3D&reserved=0>
wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org<mailto:wfischer at bergenfieldlibrary.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7C19d5927a06674a53bb0808d70edcccfb
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636994213818883468&sdata=LMvPgF
%2FyS1%2B33fAj5fx9AyBgDa125CQlvK%2FBGCIVWSU%3D&reserved=0>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7C19d5927a06674a53bb0808d70edcccfb
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636994213818883468&sdata=LMvPgF
%2FyS1%2B33fAj5fx9AyBgDa125CQlvK%2FBGCIVWSU%3D&reserved=0>
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cnmaxwell%40grapevinetexas.gov
%7C19d5927a06674a53bb0808d70edcccfb
%7Cf4c8bf84c7c145b490b1c7247654a6c0%7C1%7C0%7C636994213818893462&sdata=XlC9Ye
%2FUdBjwhmbFY%2FhYjjVAedCb3ZGR3zr0PdltwOM%3D&reserved=0>
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190722/41918796/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 7733 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
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From rmftucker at gmail.com Mon Jul 22 20:11:12 2019
From: rmftucker at gmail.com (Ruth MF Tucker)

Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2019 19:11:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
Message-ID: <55D9CD07-2605-4E4E-9624-D7A2A74F73EE@gmail.com>
Check with local historian or genealogy societies to see if they can help with the
processing. We fell into about 70,000 WWI Service Pledge cards from the local area
that had been stored in the attic at the Veterans Memorial Hall. The trustees were
going to throw them away and a member of our genealogy society happened to be with
the group when they found them and since he was given the task to get rid of them,
he put them aside. At out next meeting, he brought samples of these every dirty,
soot-covered 3x5 cards and asked if we thought they were worth saving and what we
could do. I took several home and used Swifter sheets to remove the dirt, and
looked them over carefully. They contained names, home addresses, where the person
worked, salary information, what the pledge was, and on some were names of family
members in the military with their locations. So I went back and said we need to
save them, and I thought the first task was to clean the cards and then index them
on Excel worksheets so we could sort in alphabetical order. We contacted the
history department at the local college and a history professor was looking for
work for interns so we had a total of 3 over the next couple years who helped us.
We also contacted the local LDS church to see if they would be interested but at
that time they turned us down as most of the people were from just the local town.
So we continued to work on outselves, once a week and taking boxes home to index.
Then after some media publicity and conference attendance by our members, the State
Historial Society became interested as the WWI centennial became closer so they
stepped in to help us and the cards are now being digitized by a group of LDS
churches in the area to be submitted to Salt Lake City with the State Library
holding the original cards. I?m assuming they will be eventually on FamilySearch.
Never give up.
Ruth MF Tucker
Ruth MF Tucker
rmftucker at gmail.com
Ass?t Historian/Newspaper editor/Junior Membership of General Society of Mayflower
Descendants in Iowa, Member of National Society of Daughters of American
Revolution, Linn County Genealogy Society, New England Historical Genealogical
Society
*****
Message: 5
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2019 12:42:34 -0700
From: Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org <mailto:amiles at
californiaancestors.org>>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Universal Resources
Message-ID:
<CALCozYkj_-ENwf0gHNKo4wceM94_cq9OG4_6K1qj2yJeRnc8ug at mail.gmail.com
<mailto:CALCozYkj_-ENwf0gHNKo4wceM94_cq9OG4_6K1qj2yJeRnc8ug at mail.gmail.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Be thankful for what has been saved so far and always make room for new
collections being offered. If you don't have the space, time and people to
process and make available, post to other libraries/ historical societies
and offer the material to them.
Arlene Miles

California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org <mailto:amiles at californiaancestors.org>
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From genbook at gmail.com Mon Jul 22 20:48:44 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2019 20:48:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <55D9CD07-2605-4E4E-9624-D7A2A74F73EE@gmail.com>
References: <55D9CD07-2605-4E4E-9624-D7A2A74F73EE@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWtqsurYcctFEAK4C6XSOsoVR1TjRM7nT2GSfXAr2OQ5Q@mail.gmail.com>
One never knows what will be interesting to researchers.
As of this morning, I got a count of the number of searches of the (local)
scanned church records and an index to many of them.
How many?
As of 9 am this morning, 993,748 views
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services, (Local History, Genealogy, and
Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library 1978-2011
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative 2013President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From nannerstx at gmail.com Mon Jul 22 20:53:07 2019
From: nannerstx at gmail.com (N. R.)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2019 19:53:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <55D9CD07-2605-4E4E-9624-D7A2A74F73EE@gmail.com>
References: <55D9CD07-2605-4E4E-9624-D7A2A74F73EE@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHQr0zj8FWkbw+1RVSds==OxXQPpjbQJB5===Dtu2T5BeJ_8jg@mail.gmail.com>
Ruth, Thank you for the service cards and for reminding all of us (even if
retired)to Never Give Up. We also need to encourage more local history,

genealogy and archival staff members to join this group!
encourage nonlibrary staff to join?
Nan

Do we want to

On Mon, Jul 22, 2019, 7:11 PM Ruth MF Tucker <rmftucker at gmail.com> wrote:
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Check with local historian or genealogy societies to see if they can help
with the processing. We fell into about 70,000 WWI Service Pledge cards
from the local area that had been stored in the attic at the Veterans
Memorial Hall. The trustees were going to throw them away and a member of
our genealogy society happened to be with the group when they found them
and since he was given the task to get rid of them, he put them aside. At
out next meeting, he brought samples of these every dirty, soot-covered 3x5
cards and asked if we thought they were worth saving and what we could do.
I took several home and used Swifter sheets to remove the dirt, and looked
them over carefully. They contained names, home addresses, where the person
worked, salary information, what the pledge was, and on some were names of
family members in the military with their locations. So I went back and
said we need to save them, and I thought the first task was to clean the
cards and then index them on Excel worksheets so we could sort in
alphabetical order. We contacted the history department at the local
college and a history professor was looking for work for interns so we had
a total of 3 over the next couple years who helped us. We also contacted
the local LDS church to see if they would be interested but at that time
they turned us down as most of the people were from just the local town.
So we continued to work on outselves, once a week and taking boxes home to
index. Then after some media publicity and conference attendance by our
members, the State Historial Society became interested as the WWI
centennial became closer so they stepped in to help us and the cards are
now being digitized by a group of LDS churches in the area to be submitted
to Salt Lake City with the State Library holding the original cards. I?m
assuming they will be eventually on FamilySearch. Never give up.
*Ruth MF Tucker*
Ruth MF Tucker
rmftucker at gmail.com
Ass?t Historian/Newspaper editor/Junior Membership of General Society of
Mayflower Descendants in Iowa, Member of National Society of Daughters of
American Revolution, Linn County Genealogy Society, New England Historical
Genealogical Society
*****
Message: 5
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2019 12:42:34 -0700
From: Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Universal Resources
Message-ID:
<CALCozYkj_-ENwf0gHNKo4wceM94_cq9OG4_6K1qj2yJeRnc8ug at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Be thankful for what has been saved so far and always make room for new
collections being offered. If you don't have the space, time and people to
process and make available, post to other libraries/ historical societies
and offer the material to them.

> Arlene Miles
> California Genealogy Society and Library
> Library Director
> amiles at californiaancestors.org
>
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>
>
>
>
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>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From skirby at hctpl.info Tue Jul 23 09:06:17 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2019 09:06:17 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Universal Resources
In-Reply-To: <55D9CD07-2605-4E4E-9624-D7A2A74F73EE@gmail.com>
References: <55D9CD07-2605-4E4E-9624-D7A2A74F73EE@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hNYSWc_TNLXG7ro3YyU+ZBS-XddcO9esDieP+W-cuqiGw@mail.gmail.com>
Ruth - Thanks for the WWI cards example. Never give up is right.
I had my own WWI discovery last year. A small, old-fashioned, 2 hole
expanding "binder" was holding up a shelf. When we took the shelf down, I
looked inside the binder. There was the same sort of WWI donation
information you describe for a single township. It included Rural Route
addresses and phone exchange information as well as the ages, and sometimes
names, of children. It also included whether the family had already donated
&/or pledged to the war effort, and if not, why. Even though it is for a
single township, it is a valuable quasi-census record. I find the phone
exchange information especially interesting because it shows that even in
rural Huntington County, the telephone's impact was being felt as early as
1917 in at least the small clusters of buildings now known as near ghost
towns, but then thriving communities, frequently with their own post
offices.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>
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URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190723/7cf7c5d0/
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From srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us Tue Jul 23 18:53:26 2019
From: srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us (Sharon Rowe)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2019 22:53:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Abstracts of Revolutionary War Pension Files
Message-ID:
<BY5PR09MB4280C7ECB8A91D1DDB4F5CD3B8C70@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Hello,
If anyone has a surplus copy of this publication by Virgil D. White, we would be
interested in acquiring it. This is the four volume set from 1993, ISBN:
0945099193, ISBN 13: 9780945099192.
AbeBooks has a copy selling for $1,795.
Sincerely,
Sharon Rowe
Sharon Rowe
Library Manager
Alamogordo Public Library
Alamogordo, NM 88310
(575)439-4140, ext. 4165
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190723/923a65cb/
attachment-0001.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Tue Jul 23 22:52:08 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2019 19:52:08 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Abstracts of Revolutionary War Pension
Files
In-Reply-To:
<BY5PR09MB4280C7ECB8A91D1DDB4F5CD3B8C70@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY5PR09MB4280C7ECB8A91D1DDB4F5CD3B8C70@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmHEknsXeE60cZ=2uY_ija_R+og5PVr-wb+mmX76waMGg@mail.gmail.com>
Have you tried ADDALL
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Tue, Jul 23, 2019 at 3:53 PM Sharon Rowe <srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us>
wrote:
> Hello,
>

>
>
> If anyone has a surplus copy of this publication by Virgil D. White, we
> would be interested in acquiring it. This is the four volume set from
> 1993, ISBN: 0945099193, ISBN 13: 9780945099192.
>
> AbeBooks has a copy selling for $1,795.
>
>
>
> Sincerely,
>
>
>
> Sharon Rowe
>
>
>
> Sharon Rowe
>
> Library Manager
>
> Alamogordo Public Library
>
> Alamogordo, NM 88310
>
> (575)439-4140, ext. 4165
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190723/
ca197d5e/attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Tue Jul 23 22:53:25 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2019 19:53:25 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Abstracts of Revolutionary War Pension
Files
In-Reply-To:
<BY5PR09MB4280C7ECB8A91D1DDB4F5CD3B8C70@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY5PR09MB4280C7ECB8A91D1DDB4F5CD3B8C70@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmz=NkpgUVSm1Kmj=P3XXDZJPU35Sm06-Xfeq18CCqenw@mail.gmail.com>
Have you tried AddAll Books?
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Tue, Jul 23, 2019 at 3:53 PM Sharon Rowe <srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us>
wrote:

> Hello,
>
>
>
> If anyone has a surplus copy of this publication by Virgil D. White, we
> would be interested in acquiring it. This is the four volume set from
> 1993, ISBN: 0945099193, ISBN 13: 9780945099192.
>
> AbeBooks has a copy selling for $1,795.
>
>
>
> Sincerely,
>
>
>
> Sharon Rowe
>
>
>
> Sharon Rowe
>
> Library Manager
>
> Alamogordo Public Library
>
> Alamogordo, NM 88310
>
> (575)439-4140, ext. 4165
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190723/1bf09154/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Jul 24 11:00:42 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2019 11:00:42 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [EXTERNAL] Genealogical Abstracts of Revolutionary
War Pension Files
In-Reply-To:
<BY5PR09MB4280C7ECB8A91D1DDB4F5CD3B8C70@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY5PR09MB4280C7ECB8A91D1DDB4F5CD3B8C70@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <5D38729A020000AA000C8396@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Bookfinder.com has several listed...however, I'm not sure if it's the whole series
or just one book, so you'd have to double check.
>>> "Sharon Rowe" <srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us> 7/23/2019 6:53 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
Hello,

If anyone has a surplus copy of this publication by Virgil D. White, we would be
interested in acquiring it. This is the four volume set from 1993, ISBN:
0945099193, ISBN 13: 9780945099192.
AbeBooks has a copy selling for $1,795.
Sincerely,
Sharon Rowe
Sharon Rowe
Library Manager
Alamogordo Public Library
Alamogordo, NM 88310
(575)439-4140, ext. 4165
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190724/2f1e1654/
attachment.html>
From srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us Wed Jul 24 11:53:57 2019
From: srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us (Sharon Rowe)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2019 15:53:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
Message-ID:
<BY5PR09MB4280810907DA98E3603CEA6BB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Thank you all very much for your suggestions. I have some avenues to pursue now.
Sincerely,
Sharon Rowe
Sharon Rowe
Library Manager
Alamogordo Public Library
Alamogordo, NM 88310
(575)439-4140, ext. 4165
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190724/3e3ee725/
attachment.html>
From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Wed Jul 24 13:09:09 2019
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2019 13:09:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Newsbank's Digital Archive
Message-ID: <002201d54242$81e486d0$85ad9470$@andersonlibrary.org>
Has anyone heard about the renewal rates for next year? I have e-mailed
Newsbank but need to finalize budget needs.

Thanks,

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190724/54106c98/
attachment.html>
From jacksonm at bibblib.org Wed Jul 24 14:32:11 2019
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2019 14:32:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
In-Reply-To:
<BY5PR09MB4280810907DA98E3603CEA6BB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY5PR09MB4280810907DA98E3603CEA6BB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAJPN33zWOaQtvQHE+mDRMcVkk5ZAmxOn9cCWeiKSf-JVF8U3iA@mail.gmail.com>
The National Historical Publishing Company still sales the 4 (four) Volume
set of Genealogical Abstracts Of Revolutionary War Pension File books for
$ 565.00.
https://www.nationalhistoricalpublishingco.com/genealogical.htm
*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
On Wed, Jul 24, 2019 at 11:54 AM Sharon Rowe <srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us>
wrote:
> Thank you all very much for your suggestions. I have some avenues to
> pursue now.
>
>
>
> Sincerely,
>
>
>
> Sharon Rowe
>
>
>
> Sharon Rowe
>
> Library Manager
>
> Alamogordo Public Library
>
> Alamogordo, NM 88310
>
> (575)439-4140, ext. 4165
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190724/
eaf6ffdc/attachment.html>
From srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us Wed Jul 24 15:15:58 2019
From: srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us (Sharon Rowe)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2019 19:15:58 +0000

Subject: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
In-Reply-To: <CAJPN33zWOaQtvQHE+mDRMcVkk5ZAmxOn9cCWeiKSf-JVF8U3iA@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY5PR09MB4280810907DA98E3603CEA6BB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAJPN33zWOaQtvQHE+mDRMcVkk5ZAmxOn9cCWeiKSf-JVF8U3iA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BY5PR09MB428062682A2776BC246A7A5EB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Thank you for that information, it is appreciated.
Sharon Rowe
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Muriel Jackson
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 12:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
The National Historical Publishing Company still sales the 4 (four) Volume set of
Genealogical Abstracts Of Revolutionary War Pension File books for $ 565.00.
https://www.nationalhistoricalpublishingco.com/genealogical.htm
Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA
31201
jacksonm at bibblib.org<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>
(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax
[http://bibblib.org/wp-content/themes/theme47009/images/logo.png]
The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to
connect all people to the information necessary to
improve their lives through excellent services and materials.
On Wed, Jul 24, 2019 at 11:54 AM Sharon Rowe <srowe at
ci.alamogordo.nm.us<mailto:srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us>> wrote:
Thank you all very much for your suggestions. I have some avenues to pursue now.
Sincerely,
Sharon Rowe
Sharon Rowe
Library Manager
Alamogordo Public Library
Alamogordo, NM 88310
(575)439-4140, ext. 4165
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190724/
d1282aa2/attachment.html>
From marilyn at cavtel.net Wed Jul 24 16:14:13 2019
From: marilyn at cavtel.net (Marilyn J. Jackson)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2019 16:14:13 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
In-Reply-To:
<BY5PR09MB428062682A2776BC246A7A5EB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY5PR09MB4280810907DA98E3603CEA6BB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAJPN33zWOaQtvQHE+mDRMcVkk5ZAmxOn9cCWeiKSf-JVF8U3iA@mail.gmail.com>
<BY5PR09MB428062682A2776BC246A7A5EB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <5D38BC15.6020408@cavtel.net>
Sharon,
I had been researching to purchase other books from Mr. White. While the
website is still there the links to purchase are disabled.
Hope you find a copy of the book you want.
Marilyn Jackson
On 7/24/2019 3:15 PM, Sharon Rowe wrote:
>
> Thank you for that information, it is appreciated.
>
> Sharon Rowe
>
> *From:*genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Muriel
> Jackson
> *Sent:* Wednesday, July 24, 2019 12:32 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
>
> The National Historical Publishing Company still sales the 4 (four)
> Volume set of */Genealogical Abstracts Of Revolutionary War Pension
> File/ *books for $ 565.00.
>
> https://www.nationalhistoricalpublishingco.com/genealogical.htm
>
> *Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
>
> Head
>
> Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
>
> Washington Memorial Library
>
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*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>
(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax
/The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to /
/connect all people to the information necessary to /
/improve their lives through excellent services and materials./
On Wed, Jul 24, 2019 at 11:54 AM Sharon Rowe
<srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us <mailto:srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us>> wrote:
Thank you all very much for your suggestions. I have some avenues
to pursue now.
Sincerely,
Sharon Rowe
Sharon Rowe
Library Manager
Alamogordo Public Library
Alamogordo, NM 88310
(575)439-4140, ext. 4165
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URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190724/3a7b27d4/
attachment.html>
From srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us Wed Jul 24 16:27:00 2019
From: srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us (Sharon Rowe)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2019 20:27:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
In-Reply-To: <5D38BC15.6020408@cavtel.net>
References:
<BY5PR09MB4280810907DA98E3603CEA6BB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAJPN33zWOaQtvQHE+mDRMcVkk5ZAmxOn9cCWeiKSf-JVF8U3iA@mail.gmail.com>

<BY5PR09MB428062682A2776BC246A7A5EB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<5D38BC15.6020408@cavtel.net>
Message-ID:
<BY5PR09MB4280921754E01524CAEFEABCB8C60@BY5PR09MB4280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Thank you, Marilyn. I think I will find a copy eventually. Many of the libraries I
have worked at had a copy of this set, but my present one does not. I just always
found it so useful.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Marilyn J. Jackson
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 2:14 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
Sharon,
I had been researching to purchase other books from Mr. White.
is still there the links to purchase are disabled.

While the website

Hope you find a copy of the book you want.
Marilyn Jackson
On 7/24/2019 3:15 PM, Sharon Rowe wrote:
Thank you for that information, it is appreciated.
Sharon Rowe
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Muriel Jackson
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 12:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu><mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Revolutionary War Pension Abstracts
The National Historical Publishing Company still sales the 4 (four) Volume set of
Genealogical Abstracts Of Revolutionary War Pension File books for $ 565.00.
https://www.nationalhistoricalpublishingco.com/genealogical.htm
Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA
31201
jacksonm at bibblib.org<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>
(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax
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The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to
connect all people to the information necessary to
improve their lives through excellent services and materials.
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ci.alamogordo.nm.us<mailto:srowe at ci.alamogordo.nm.us>> wrote:
Thank you all very much for your suggestions. I have some avenues to pursue now.
Sincerely,
Sharon Rowe
Sharon Rowe
Library Manager
Alamogordo Public Library
Alamogordo, NM 88310
(575)439-4140, ext. 4165
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